Välméki Rämäyaëa
As Taught by Swami Dayananda Saraswati
This is the eleventh part of the serial article, continuation from April 2022 newsletter.
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When Dasharatha died, Bharata was appointed king, as Rama had declared.
The panel of court advisors in Ayodhya approached Bharata and asked him to be
the king until Rama returned. The strong-willed and strong-armed Bharata had
no desire to have this kingdom. He, brave Bharata, who sought the blessing of the
feet of Rama, went to the forest. His intention at first was to bring back Rama. But
he knew that Rama would not return, no matter how he pleaded. He decided that
he would get Rama’s sandals, and he would rule in the name of Rama with the
sandals as symbol of his brother’s presence. This is how the tradition goes even
today. Still, Bharata dreamed he could beg his brother to come back. Bharata
knew that Rama could not say no to someone who had surrendered to him.
Bharata thought he could persuade Rama.
Among those who deserve to be worshipped, Bharata deserves to be named
first. Bharata went to Guha, who was now angry that the kingdom had lost Rama.
Guha, the hunter, thought Bharata had brought this all about to gain the kingdom.
Guha thought Bharata might pursue Rama and try to finish him off. Guha decided
to fight with Bharata. But when he met and listened to Bharata, he helped him
cross the river, and he told him where to find Rama in Citrakuta. Reaching Rama,
Bharata approached the mahätmä, this man committed to truth, his brother. He
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begged his brother, “O dharmajïa, you should be the ruler. I am but a child. What
do I know about ruling a kingdom? My mother committed a mistake and now she
realizes it and now you should come back. Whatever punishment is deserved by
the people who caused this banishment we will take care of. Please come back.”
He went on and on. “You are the one who knows dharma; you know the sästra, and
the people, and the ways of administration. A king must be a dharmaräja; you alone
should be the king.” These words were said, and they made a strong argument.
Rama, who does not reject anybody who comes to him, who will redress the
other’s difficulties, a man of spontaneous compassion, ever cheerful, whose fame
for doing good is well deserved, whose renown echoes through the family of
Raghu into which he was born, a man of great strength that is for justice, who
makes others happy, in whom others revel, said, “Because of my father’s command, I definitely will not accept the rule of the kingdom. Even if Dasharatha is
no longer alive, even if Kaikeyi sees her mistake, even, Bharata, with your argument that I should rule, my mind is committed to fulfilling the words of my father.”
Bharata said, “I cannot rule the kingdom; I cannot sit on the throne; it is just
not possible. Even, dear brother, your saying that I should go and rule cannot
make me. I will never sit on that throne. I will return only because you command
me.” There again, emotion served dharma, duty. Bharata would prefer to join
Lakshmana and stay with Rama, but Rama would not allow it. To ensure that the
kingdom had a fit leader, Rama commanded that Bharata return and rule.
Bharata asked for his brother’s sandals and said, “These will rule; I will be
only a nimitta, an instrument.”
“Padukasahasram” is a thousand verse poem in complex Sanskrit by a famous poet, Vedantadeshika, about this taking of the sandals by Bharata. Bharata
took the sandals back to the city and built himself a simple cottage on the outskirts
of the city where he lived like an ascetic. He constructed an altar and kept the
päduka there. It was the sandals that ruled from the altar. Bharata was the ruler,
but his attitude was that Rama was the king and that he, Bharata, was an instrument of his elder brother. Never was there a thought on Bharata’s part that he was
the king, and yet he was an excellent leader and a just ruler. Never letting go of
the sandals, surrendering at the feet of his brother Rama, filled with his desire for
Rama to return, Bharata ruled the kingdom from the hut in Nandigrama. The
characterization of Bharata is the beauty here.
To be continued...
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